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❖  Definitions 

 
“The company” = Stan World inc. / the whole organization including 
its headquarters + subsidiaries 
 
“The product” = the Stan World app 
 
“IP” (Intellectual Property) = the business of stars & brands building 
revenue models leveraging their popularity 
 
“Fandom” = a community/group of fans of a certain IP, especially 
very dedicated ones 
 
“Virtual” = digitally-simulated model of something or someone 
 
“VR” (Virtual Reality) = a virtual experience that completely shuts off 
the real environment the user is in, conducted through VR headsets 
(VR falls under Virtual while Virtual is not always VR) 
 
“Virtual World” = a digital immersive world / a virtual platform 
 
“MMO” (Massively Multiplayer Online) = an online experience that 
can be used by a very large number of users simultaneously 
 
“SNS” (Social Networking Service) = “social network” = a social 
media platform 
 
Millennials = the generation born in the mid-80’s to mid-90’s (age: 
mid-20’s to mid-30’s) 



 
 
 
Gen-Z (Generation-Z) = the generation born in the mid-90’s to 
mid-2000’s (age: teens to mid-20’s) 
 
Casual game = a video game that consists of simpler rules, shorter 
sessions, and lower skill-barrier to entry, and that is targeted at a 
mass-market audience as opposed to a core game 
 
Core game = a video game that emphasizes complexity, competition, 
action, and up-to-date gaming hardware and software, and that is 
targeted at a niche audience as opposed to a casual game  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



❖  The Market 

 
➢  Amidst COVID-19, 28,000,000 people attend Travis Scott’s 

concert 
 

At this point of writing - April of 2020 - the whole world is 
on an entire lockdown: schools, restaurants, workplaces, public 
government organizations, nightclubs, shopping malls, you 
name it. However, one event - a concert tour by an American 
rapper named Travis Scott - gathered an astronomical number 
of a total of 28 million people in one place. So how did that even 
happen? 

The event, in fact, happened inside a virtual world, inside 
Fortnite which is the flagship game developed by Epic Games. 

■ Epic Games’ largest shareholder is Tencent with its 
headquarters in N. Carolina, United States. And Fortnite 
alone brought in 1.8 billion USD revenue in 2019, making 
it the highest earned game of 2019 in the world (source: 

Superdata). It also boasts a userbase of more than 250 
million users. 

■ This recent concert inside Fortnite had a giant avatar of 
Travis Scott performing his songs while users watched 
surrounding him. The peak concurrent “attendees” 
number was 12.3 million, breaking Fortnite’s own record 
of the concert last year featuring DJ Marshmello which 
had 11 million concurrent “attendees”. 

■ When you add the total number of views from Twitch 
streams from streamers who attended the concert and 
from ancillary post-concert content on Youtube, the 
number goes even further beyond: content virality on 
steroids. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-gpVqMd7wE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-gpVqMd7wE


➢  How a game is showing a glimpse of what a soon-to-come 
virtual world era could look like 
 

Fortnite is now not just a game, but becoming a virtual 
world. In fact, it is also referred to as the new Facebook - a new 
form of SNS - for Gen-Z Western males (source: AdAge). 

■ When the CEO of Epic Games, Tim Sweeney was asked 
last year on Twitter on whether Fortnite is a game or a 
platform, this was his response: 

 
This certainly means that Fortnite is soon to become a full 
platform. 

■ American tweens and teens between the age of 10 to 17, 
on average, play Fortnite at least once every week and 
use 25% of their free time (source: Korea Creative Content Agency’s 

2019 report). 
■ Fortnite reached its status of #1 in global revenue among 

games by breaking the rule of the game industry world, 
making it completely free to play. They made revenue 
purely by selling virtual goods. Players treat their avatars 
as themselves, spending real money to buy virtual goods 
for their avatars. 

■ While advertisers can’t advertise on Fortnite in a 
traditional sense, some have found a way to tap into the 



community: the National Football League recently inked a 
deal that allowed Fortnite players to equip their avatars 
with any jersey from the league's 32 teams; Nike dropped 
a pair of exclusive Jordan’s that could only be obtained 
through the game. And when the John Wick franchise 
was about to release its third sequel, it gave Fortnite 
players the ability to play as the movie’s protagonist while 
also giving them special ammo in the process. Other top 
IP’s such as Marvel and Star Wars have also done 
promotions inside the game. The recent in-game concert 
is also a similar case to these. This new way of 
“native-advertising” shows how advertisers need to evolve 
from their traditional mindset in order to “talk to” the 
newest, yet most powerful consumer generation: Gen-Z.

 
■ Netflix’s CEO Reed Hastings has even stated that they 

“compete with (and lose to) Fortnite more than HBO, 
Disney+, Amazon, and others”. 
 
 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/gen-z-stats


➢  Are we on the cusp of the virtual world (Metaverse) era? 
 

Many in the industry view the next version of the Internet 
as a form of a virtual world, often referred to in the West as the 
“Metaverse” which is a term borne from a science fiction 
describing a shared, virtual space that’s persistently online and 
active even when users aren’t logged in. A virtual world, a 
Metaverse, will have its own economy, complete with jobs, 
shopping areas, and media to consume (source: The Washington Post). 

While Fortnite hasn’t yet reached full Metaverse status, it 
is showing promise, especially validated by the recent 
successful virtual concert. The conversation around a more 
tangible, actualized Internet seems only more pointed in light of 
our current shelter-in-place reality in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic. In the past month, office culture has 
coalesced around video chat platforms like Zoom, while 
personal cultural milestones like weddings and graduations are 
being conducted in Nintendo’s Animal Crossing: New Horizons. 
The Metaverse not only seems realistic — it would probably be 
pretty useful right about now (source: The Washington Post). 
 

➢  Silicon Valley is on a frantic race 
 

While in the movies there is always a single lead 
company monopolizing the Metaverse, the process itself will 
really be led through a Cambrian explosion of different 
companies and “things” coming together. To this end, there is 
also a myriad of start-ups trying to build early, proto-Metaverse 
styled experiences while existing big tech companies - such as 
Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google/Alphabet, and 
Microsoft - are focusing more on building the infrastructure for 
Metaverse each with their own style based on each corporate’s 
ethos (source: VC Matthew Ball). 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/04/02/everybody-seems-be-using-zoom-its-security-flaws-could-leave-people-risk/?tid=lk_inline_manual_9&itid=lk_inline_manual_9
https://www.washingtonpost.com/video-games/2020/04/02/animal-crossing-wedding-coronavirus/?tid=lk_inline_manual_9&itid=lk_inline_manual_9
https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse
https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse
https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse


Silicon Valley investors are making heavy investments on 
the first movers, especially with the COVID-19 outbreak 
unexpectedly hyper-accelerating the consumer demand and 
anticipation of the virtual world era - reducing it by years - 
which, though, was already on its way anyways. There’s the 
very real possibility that Epic Games - the creator company of 
Fortnite - has been building the foundations of the Internet’s 
future right before our glazed eyes, with the company crushing 
it with Travis Scott’s in-game virtual concert - which created 
major hype in the industry making headlines on major media - 
and also reportedly hitting above $15B valuation recently (source: 

Business Insider). Two other games striving to build a virtual world 
leveraging their enormous userbase (each boasting more than 
100MM monthly users) include Roblox, the game that has 
dominated the 9 to 12-year-olds in the United States and has 
recently surpassed $4B in valuation (source: The Wall Street Journal), 
and Minecraft, the game that has dominated the Western 
Gen-Z male demographic and has been sold to Microsoft for 
$2.5B in 2014 (source: videogamestats.com). 
 

➢  Are we at a tipping point for mass-market adoption? 
 

There are five types of consumers when it comes to new 
technology adoption (source: Diffusion of Innovations by Everett M. Rogers). 

https://www.matthewball.vc/all/themetaverse


 
The Internet crossed “the chasm” - the Dot Com Bubble of 2000 
- and started to explosively gain true mass-market adoption 
since the mid-2000s as SNSs like Facebook started going viral 
among college student communities, as smartphones like the 
iPhone gave access to the web on the go, and as the 4G 
network and Wifis started covering all major cities globally. The 
result led to an all-time-high stock market led by the big tech 
companies all who were the first movers of the Internet. 

 



 
 

The Virtual World mass-market adoption seems to be 
right around the corner. Now, decades on from the science 
fiction version, companies are able to build the Metaverse for 
real (source: Forbes) thanks to the perfect timing of the development 
of other essential Industry 4.0 technologies for constructing the 
world such as 5G, VR/AR/MR, cloud computing, AI, blockchain, 
and more. It’s currently crossing “the chasm” with the Industry 
4.0 tech all having gone through a correction period such as the 
2018 Crypto Bubble and with the current global market fear 
aroused by the pandemic COVID-19 but with the essential 
technologies all projected to grow at a staggering rate over the 
next 5 years and - ironically - the COVID-19 actually 
accelerating the advancement of the virtual world industry at the 
same time, it seems like only a matter of time before we see 



virtual worlds utilized by the mainstream audience. 
 

 
 

➢  A huge chunk of the mainstream audience being 
overlooked 
 

Currently, the forerunners in the Virtual World industry are 
just focused on the core gaming audience which is a niche 
audience that is male-skewed and usually either just catered 
towards the West or the East, or is kids and tweens. 
Historically, the largest SNS that has led the Internet boom 
such as Facebook had slightly more females (52%) during its 
initial stage, and the current leading SNS among Gen-Z, 
Instagram, also has slightly more females (56%). This is in 
correlation with how females are mostly categorized in the 
mainstream audience when it comes to new technology 
adoption (as shown in the graph below) and demonstrates that 
when you have a platform that non-tech early adopters and 
females in the mainstream audience can see the value of and 
the ease of using, you can crack main-market adoption and 
become one of the biggest players in the field. 



(source: Use of annual surveying to identify technology trends and improve service 
provision by Hannah F. Norton) 
 

➢  The rise of Stans 
 

The 21st-Century, digital native fan is called a Stan, a 
new Gen-Z term of describing an obsessive fan in a positive 
way. The deeper we get into the digital era, the more Stans 
seem to display an unending desire for “more” of the IPs they 
love; the Internet has enabled this to an unprecedented degree. 
They can constantly track production (cast Instagrams, 
behind-the-scenes featurettes, and leaks on social media), 
engage in fan communities (message boards and YouTube 
theory/Easter egg videos), consume endless amounts of fan 
content (e.g. fanfic and watch-along podcasts), play this content 
back on demand (e.g. Netflix), and engage in never-ending and 
constantly updated online multiplayer games (e.g. IP-themed 
mobile games). Furthermore, Stans even do free marketing for 
the IPs, producing fan-made content and organizing 
“streaming-parties” - an organized mass-streaming event to 
garner more views and listens for their IPs - leveraging globally 
accessible platforms such as Youtube, Twitter, Instagram, and, 
nowadays, TikTok. This is a powerful, self-sustaining financial 
and cultural flywheel thriving as these Stans are the 



mainstream market of this era - a passionate, young, global, 
Gen-Z audience with slightly more females (60%ish) - who 
dominate modern-day mainstream media: driving their favorite 
IPs’ videos to Youtube’s Top Trending List, fundraising for their 
IP’s by driving viral Twitter top trending hashtags, creating tons 
of fan-made content on Instagram and TikTok, and basically 
promoting their IPs everywhere on the Internet. On top of that, 
this audience - Gen-Z - is the most significant audience market 
starting this new decade in 2020 for: 

■ they are commanding 40% of all consumer shopping with: 
● $44B in spending power (the older half has entered 

the workforce) 
● $600B in influence in household spending 
● being 32% of the population 
● 2.47B population worldwide 

(with 170m in China and 65m in the U.S. alone.) 
(source: McKinsey + Fast Company) 

Being the digital natives - the generation born or raised in the 
digital era - they are the social media-savvy generation who 
heavily influence “what is seen and what is not seen” in this 
modern era. 

And Stan World is striving to become the platform for 
Stans with our virtual SNS product - the Stan World app - and 
our Stan Coin blockchain infrastructure. Stan World’s vision is 
to open up the gates to the Virtual World (the Metaverse) for the 
mainstream market and forever change the world by redefining 
social networking, just as Facebook did to the Internet -- but 
with our own unique company ethos and value proposition. 
 
 
 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/gen-z-stats
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/gen-z-stats
https://www.stan.world/about
https://www.stan.world/about


❖ The Stan World app 
 
➢ Games led the initiative, social will capture the mainstream 

 
As mentioned above, Stan World is going for the 

mainstream market. The biggest - perhaps the most important - 
value virtual worlds can bring is reducing social distance, and 
there is no distinct leader in the virtual SNS space yet 
compared to the gaming space which is clearly already 
overcrowded. 
 

➢ The “not so social” Virtual SNSs 
 

Currently existing virtual SNSs lack key aspects for social 
networking for the mainstream audience. 

■ Too niche: they are tied down to one specific UX/UI and 
avatar style which appeals to only specific skewed 
audiences 

■ Barriers to becoming a user: most are just focused on 
providing core games which have skill learning curves 
and are tied to strong users tastes 

■ No clear monetization: the upfront cost risk of 3D/virtual 
production is too high unless the core content & games 
are user-created which are rarely high-quality 
 

➢  Redefining social networking 
 

Stan World possesses three key aspects to truly leverage 
the power of virtual social networking. 

■ Distinct fandom communities: unique UX/UI and avatar 
style per fandom community 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/illusions-delusions-and-reality/202003/how-virtual-reality-will-help-reduce-social-distance


■ Ease of use: social features - may sound obvious, but the 
most important feature of an SNS - being the core focus 
of user-experience 

■ Clear monetization: high-quality production following 
monetization success guidelines provided by us and 
raising the budget from fan-crowdfunding pre-production 
 

➢ The product 
 
The Stan World app is a virtual SNS of various fandom-based 
communities called Virtual Resorts. 

■ Category: SNS 
■ Genre: MMOSNS 

● An SNS with MMO game aspects such as 3D UX/UI 
and avatar-based user interactions 

■ OS: cross-platform 
● Mobile (iOS & Android) 
● VR (coming soon) 

■ Status: Alpha app live (version 0.1) 

 
 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/stan-world-daily-kpop-content/id1504401740
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.stanworld.stanworld


 
 
 

➢ Virtual Resort: fandom community commercialized 
 
Fans of existing IPs join communities in Stan World called 

Virtual Resorts, the virtual social hub for each fandom. 

 
■ Stan World is the platform, Virtual Resorts are the 

communities in Stan World. You could think of Stan World 
as Earth and Virtual Resorts as countries! 

■ Each has its own unique 3D UX/UI and avatar style 
depending on the IP. 

■ Just like a Youtube channel, an IP owner can completely 
manage & launch the Virtual Resort or can outsource the 
management part by selling the copyright. 



■ There will be broad, overall policies and guidelines for the 
entire platform (like the UN international law) but enough 
freedom for each Virtual Resort to set its own detailed 
policies and guidelines as long as they stay within the 
boundaries of the overall ones (like each UN member 
country’s law). 

■ There is no “admission fee” to a Virtual Resort. 
 
 
 
 

➢ Every (virtual) street is paved with gold 
 

Virtual Resorts will tap into the Stans’ desire to be “inside 
a living story”. They will be able to go beyond passive 
consumption to active immersion (source: VC Matthew Ball). It will be 
the “place” for social fandom activities such as: 

■ social games: casual games, specifically SNGs (Social 
Network Games) in which users play games together 
and/or their plays affect other users’ play results 

■ streaming parties: gathering together to watch their 
favorite IP’s content like how we watch TV together in 
living rooms and watch movies together in theaters in real 
life 

■ live entertainment events: e.g. virtual concerts, 
fan-meetings, etc. 

These social fandom activities will drive high user-traffic, 
user-retention, and user-engagement which will lead to higher 
performance on the main revenue-stream, advertisements. 
Other revenue streams can expand to in-app-purchases (e.g. 
virtual merch & goods for avatars), subscriptions (e.g. resort 
VIP memberships), B2B (e.g. brand sponsorship promotions), 

https://www.matthewball.vc/all/digitalthemeparkplatforms
https://www.matthewball.vc/all/digitalthemeparkplatforms


and even original IP (e.g. Stan World’s own virtual influencer) 
as the platform scales. 

 
The picture above is our prototype virtual resort of Youtuber TonyVToons (with a fanbase 
of 770k+ subscribers) called ToonieLand. 
 

➢ How big is the market, how big can it become? 
 

The word Stan got its meaning since the word spread like 
wildfire on Twitter, Youtube, Tumblr, and many other SNSs 
around mid-2010. So it’s no big surprise that the strongest, 
most active Stans currently are, in fact, part of the Kpop fandom 
community, for that fandom is dominating social media, with 
Kpop IPs - led by BTS - breaking records on all major platforms 
like: 

■ the most-watched video in less than 24 hours on Youtube 
■ the most-watched music video in less than 24 hours 
■ fastest time to reach 1 million followers on TikTok 
■ most used hashtag on Twitter in 24 hours 
■ the most retweeted Tweet 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2017/11/09/what-the-hell-is-a-stan-and-where-does-the-name-come-from_a_23264113/
https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2019/10/bts-add-tiktok-record-to-their-growing-list-of-social-media-achievements-596136/


and garnering tons more engagement on SNSs like Twitter 
compared to ones with more followers like Beyonce, Justin 
Bieber, and Taylor Swift. 

 
The initial audience of Stans - the fandom - we will target 

will be the Kpop community. The Kpop fandom fits perfectly well 
on all three conditions we look for: 

■ a fandom with global appeal: especially among North 
America, China, and SouthEast Asia which are the three 
regions we are targeting for the initial 2 years 

■ a fandom popular among Gen-Z: big enough market size 
in the billions 

■ a fandom which already have active fan activities: both 
online and offline 

for these are the strongest validation points on how Stan World 
could provide a valuable solution for the audience that “loves to 
gather, socialize, and share passion about a common interest” 
by eliminating geographical & time barriers through a virtual 
platform. 

Starting with the Kpop fandom, we will capture the 



influencers and the anime fandoms next; the market size of the 
industries being $5B, $10B, and $19B respectively. 
(source: Vox & Business Insider) 

 
These fandoms are not only the most active fandoms online, 
but are also the most active fandoms offline. In 2019, the 
attendance rate of KCON - an annual Kpop fan-convention 
event - in LA + NY was 158,000, Comic-Con - an annual 
anime/comic-book fan-convention event - in San Diego was 
135,000, and VidCon - an annual influencers fan-convention 
event - in Anaheim was 75,000. This year, however, KCON 
2020 has been canceled while Comic-Con 2020 and VidCon 
2020 is most likely to be facing the same fate as well due to the 
unexpected impact from the COVID-19 outbreak; so more than 
ever, a virtual platform for these passionate Stans and the 
event organizers could become really valuable. 

Other than the first three fandoms mentioned above, we 
plan to expand to more fandoms including artwork, tourism, 
TV/movies, games, sci-fi, and sports over the next 2 years. 
 

➢ Product Roadmap 
 

Although, again, Stan World is not a game, the app 
development process is very similar to an MMORPG; and these 
cost a HEAVY budget, typically costing $10 million at minimum 
just for the production (excluding server maintenance cost, 



marketing cost, etc.) So as a startup, how in the world will we 
be able to achieve this without burning the budget to the ground 
before we even release our service? We have the three key 
economic moats to crush this game: 

■ A team with the growth mindset of SNS startup 
growth-hackers, with technical skills of game developers, 
and with a deep experience & understanding in handling 
large user-bases, who will be able to develop a 
production blueprint to convey replicable quality of Virtual 
Resorts 

■ A system utilizing the power of blockchain smart contracts 
to create a new win-win system for fans and IPs to scale 
the quantity of Virtual Resorts 

■ A strategic market strategy in which we will be able to 
create a strong network effect 

We will walk through each part more in detail in the following 
chapters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



❖ The Stan-vengers 
 
➢ The Founders 

 
Stan World is a B2B2C platform connecting IP owners 

(stars and brands + investors + etc.) with consumers (fans of 
IPs) through sophisticated commercialized communities (Virtual 
Resorts). 

 
Having extensive background in providing solutions for multiple 
parties - with Aidan focused on B2B2C, Peter focused on B2C, 
and Sori focused on B2B - we’ve been crunching numbers and 
data and have been always racing ahead to find out what “the 
next big market” is in the industry. 

Throughout his career, Aidan has built massive IP 
networks by leading productions of new-gen products (apps, 



shows, animations, communities, etc.) with IPs for their 
fandoms/audiences (mainly Gen-Z and Millennials).

 



Throughout his career, Peter Jung has acquired tens of 
millions of users, constantly hitting the top of the charts, through 
the unique acquisition funnel system he’s built leveraging big 
data and AI. 

 



Throughout his career, Sori has identified undervalued or 
up-and-rising industries, has packaged them into investment 
products, and has made solid ROIs for investors and his 
companies. 

 
 



 
 

So constantly being at the forefront of figuring out the 
consumer demand and market sizes, it was only natural for us 
to identify the largest market of this new decade - Gen-Z - and 
the signals they have been sending out to us for the past 
decade, hinting at how the lifestyle of the young mainstream 
audience will evolve along with a new form of media and 
entertainment during this Fourth Industrial Revolution period. As 
mentioned above, the Virtual World, the Metaverse, era is upon 
us and apart from being a great opportunity financially - more 
importantly - it is a critical opportunity for setting a culture for 
this era in which we believe a few first movers will dominate; so 
we strive to move fast in building a safe, positive, innovative 
platform that the leaders in the Internet era have failed to do so 
and have disappointed us numerous of times. We have 
gathered together to create a system, a platform where fans 
can not only immerse themselves into “the happiest place 
online”, but can also more directly support the IPs and share 
success, together. Thus, to pull this off, we have assembled... 
 
 
 
 

➢ Stan World U.S. - Business Intelligence 
 

First, we needed a team that will be able to arrange the 
business plan and the platform infrastructure together. We have 
gathered AI/machine-learning engineers, experts from 
investment funds, business developers from real-life resort 
business and from digital IP businesses, financial experts, and 
market researchers from prestigious institutions and 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/08/13/the-4th-industrial-revolution-is-here-are-you-ready/#6a9963dc628b
https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/25/18744342/big-tech-competition-antitrust-regulation-amazon-apple-facebook-google-kara-swisher-vergecast
https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/25/18744342/big-tech-competition-antitrust-regulation-amazon-apple-facebook-google-kara-swisher-vergecast
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/01/why-silicon-valley-and-big-tech-dont-innovate-anymore/604969/


corporations to carefully map out the strategy to lead this 
initiative. 

 
 
 
 

➢ Stan World Korea - Virtual Studio 
 

Stan World Korea is the research and development arm 
of Stan World, responsible for the conception, design, and 
production of the Stan World app and the Virtual Resorts of 
myriad IPs. We are a unique combination of experts from the 
content, the gaming, and the fandom industry consisting of 
product designers, concept artists, UX/UI designers, 3D artists, 
game developers, backend engineers, technical artists, content 
managers, and even influencers. Together, we developed a 
proprietary Virtual Resort blueprint, leveraging our tech and 



process, you can never find anywhere else, combining people 
from different industries who have never even thought of 
working together before. This is a solid economic moat for us 
for it’s a complex process to understand in detail combining 
completely different people from different fields that will allow 
only us to be able to successfully scale the quantity of Virtual 
Resorts while maintaining the quality, just as how Disney’s 
proprietary Imagineering blueprint has allowed Disney to be 
able to expand the Disneyland theme parks worldwide which 
nobody can even dare try. 
 
 
 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/csylt/2015/11/19/the-secrets-behind-the-international-expansion-of-disneyland/#4ee714335f18


 

 



 
 
 
 

 
❖ IRO 

 
 
 
➢ Can we create a virtuous circle structure platform that can          

attract many people? 

 
Stan World is an immersive virtual world created by fans          

for fans. The fact that Stans can immerse themselves into the           
world of their favorite IPs and enjoy their time there alone can            
lead to active participation, but Stan World provides beyond         
that. The IRO provides an environment where both IPs and          
Stans can share their income through the resort. In other words,           
the resort is not just a place to have fun, but a platform where              
IP providers, Stans, and investors who have invested in the          
resort can all win-win. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

➢ Who can participate in the IRO and what’s the process? 

 

Participants in the IRO can be divided into 3 groups such           
as creators, investors, and users. Creators include large IP         
companies, SNS influencers, design studios, character      
copyright holders, or people with ideas or skills. These creators          
have a desire to entertain their fans in a new way, obtain new             
revenue streams, and attract new fans. Investors include the         
owners of Stan Coin, investment banks (IBs), IP investment         
companies, individual investors, and large fan communities.       
They want to own shares of the resort and gain recurring           
income and provide opportunities for fans to not only         
experience but own. Users consist of big fandoms, invested         
users, purchased users, and visiting users. They will gain         



opportunities to interact and experience in a new way at the           
resort, also gain income while “Stanning”. Most importantly, it is          
a flexible structure that allows anyone to participate and allows          
an investor to be a user or a user to be a creator, which means               
a transferable structure. 
 
 

 

 
There are two ways to participate. If you participate as a           
creator, you will have to write the IP/Planning form and then           
Stan World will go through the process of review. Once the           
review is completed, the design and registration process of the          
IRO will be carried out and the IRO products will be advertised            
using various advertising means. Afterwards, the investment       
process begins in the form of crowdfunding. 



 

If you participate as an investor, you will invest in the           
investment raised by the creator and receive ownership tokens.         
(If the "target amount" is not reached, the money invested in           
that project will be automatically refunded) After that, net profit          
excluding production costs, operating expenses and advertising       
costs will be automatically distributed through "resort smart        
contracts" and the proceeds will be received in Stan Coin. To           
improve transparency, investors can receive     
monthly/quarterly/completed reports on resorts and information      
on operation. Besides, investors will have as many voting rights          
as tokens, allowing them to vote on resort operations. 
 
 
 



 
 

➢ Why would people participate in the IRO? 
 

BTS, in particular, has significantly penetrated the U.S.        
market by interacting with fans on social media, meeting the          
psychological needs of individuals, and filling in for the lack of           
boy bands in the current American music scene. (Source:         
Nikkey Asian Review) Starting from BTS’s success, large IP         
companies realized how important it is to grow with fans, and           
try to create IPs in the direction that fans want through           
interactive communication rather than one-sided     
communication. They are also looking for new ways to catch          
their fans’ eyes, so Stan World wants to build a platform that            
enables two-way communication and new forms of promotion to         
meet their demands. Through this, Stan World would like to          
offer IPs that were not able to grow because of a lack of funding              
a new path to becoming big stars through our integrated          
platform "Star + Fund + New User + Stan World Platform."           
Moreover, fans can own, participate, and gain income from         
resorts of their favorite stars / IP / brand. It is an era where              
"economics of virtue" appears, even people can make money         
with what they love. 
 
 
 
 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Line-Friends-opens-Hollywood-store-to-conquer-millennial-market
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Line-Friends-opens-Hollywood-store-to-conquer-millennial-market
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Line-Friends-opens-Hollywood-store-to-conquer-millennial-market
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Line-Friends-opens-Hollywood-store-to-conquer-millennial-market


➢ How will the Virtual Resorts make money? 

 

 
The resort generates revenue from various models. As        

you can see from the graph above, we earn the highest net            
profit from advertisements when the resort has the lowest         
number of users while we can make the most substantial          
revenue from copyright as the number of users increases.         
Additionally, other revenue models of the resort include        
subscription models, B2B business models, O2O models like        
selling IP’s goods, and selling in-app items. 

 
 



➢ How much profit can the resort make 

 

Assuming that the number of MAUs (Monthly Active        
Users) is 1,000,000 and one user spends $40-$65 annually and          
the resort has been operated for three years, net income would           
be 11% per year, operating costs 45% per year, and fees paid            
to Stan World at the resort would be around 5.5% per year. And             
as the number of Monthly Active Users (MAU) increases, the          
annual rate of return increases at an alarming rate. 

 
 
 
 
 



➢ Any legal issues? 

 

Stan World's resort is a new type of service that is           
nowhere to be found, so there are no applicable regulations.          
Since each country has different regulations on fundraising,        
government permission is obligatory to raise funds globally.        
Currently, it is legal in the US, so our plan A is to launch in the                
US but just in case the US changes the regulation, we already            
prepared the next set of plans. Stan World will try to solve this             
issue by benchmarking various cases including P2P,       
Crowdfunding, and IP products, and in the future, we will          
establish our own investment company or partner with other         
investment companies. 

 
 
 

 



➢ Stan Coin 

 

 
On May 6, 2020, 1 billion Stan Coin was issued. The coin,            

previously issued as Stan World, is scheduled to be fully          
swapped into the new version during early June. 

 

 
Stan Coin has been audited by HAECHI Labs and each coin           
has a Smart Contract Link. 

https://haechi.io/#main


 
 

Stan Coin can be used as a means of transaction or           
investment. When users purchase in-app items or advertisers        
want to advertise their products in the resort, they will all be            
done through Stan Coin. When purchasing coins, you can         
purchase them in various currencies, and when you convert         
them into cash again, you can choose any kind of currency to            
be converted into. Stan Coin is the only payment method of the            
resort. From an investment perspective, it is suitable for a          
long-term investment since it has less price volatility than other          
crypto currencies. The various revenue models mentioned       
above can generate income then this income will be distributed          
through Stan Coins. Also, investors can tokenize and sell their          
shares of the resort. As the value of the resort increases, the            



value of the token also increases, allowing investors to gain          
income. 

 
 

The estimated price of the Stan Coin is USD $0.99 to USD 
$1.20. Stan World will control the supply and demand of coins 
in the market so that the price of the Stan Coins can remain 
stable. 

 

 
❖ Time To Move 

 
➢ The Gold Rush of IPs 

  

The Gold Rush was the new discovery of gold in the 
mid-1800’s; when gold was discovered by James W. Marshall 
in California, the news of gold brought approximately 300,000 
people flooding into California. But do you know who earned the 
most significant amount of money and became a giant company 
during this gold rush? Not the mining company, but actually 
Levi’s. Levi Strauss made sturdy canvas pants for the miners 
and he made enormous profit by becoming the 
middleman/provider of the Gold Rush. 



Fast forward approx. 2 centuries. Who is the youngest 
billionaire now? Mark Zuckerberg stunned the world when he hit 
this ten-figure mark at 23 years old in 2008. However, in 2019, 
social media behemoth Kylie Jenner’s net worth surpassed $1 
billion at 21 years old, breaking Mark Zuckerberg’s record of 
being crowned as the youngest self-made billionaire. (Source: 
Forbes) She leveraged her fanbase on social media and 
launched multiple products that brought her a fortune. In the 
same year of  2019, BTS - a K-Pop group from Korea that is 
referred to as the 21st Century Beatles - reportedly brought in 
$4.65 billion for the South Korean economy through their 
concert tickets, YouTube videos, and branded merchandise. 

 

https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/how-did-kylie-jenner-become-a-billionaire
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/how-did-kylie-jenner-become-a-billionaire
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/how-did-kylie-jenner-become-a-billionaire
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/how-did-kylie-jenner-become-a-billionaire
https://www.culturesonar.com/bts-21st-century-beatles/


Moreover, the band is currently worth 0.3 percent of the 
country’s gross domestic product and is projected to contribute 
$48 billion for South Korea by 2023 (Source: Hyundai Research 
Institute). But what do these mean and what do they have to do 
with the Gold Rush 2 centuries ago? It’s pointing to us at a new 
Gold Rush, the 21st Century version -- the Gold Rush of IPs. 

But let’s not forget, beyond the influencers and K-Pop 
groups, Disney is the king of the IP business, making massive 
revenue leveraging their whole library of IPs they own. It all 
started from one little cartoon mouse; now they are a business 
empire owning multiple multi-billion dollar business segments 
all leveraging the IPs they own. 

 

Among them, what is the strongest, most profitable, most 
defensible part of Disney’s business in the digital era? You may 
get surprised. Its capex-heavy, physical theme parks. Because 

https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2020/2/20/21136529/bts-billion-dollar-fandom
https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2020/2/20/21136529/bts-billion-dollar-fandom
https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2020/2/20/21136529/bts-billion-dollar-fandom
https://www.cartoonbrew.com/disney/chart-every-company-that-disney-owns-172130.html


it has a brand that actually matters to consumers, owns 
franchises that consumers essentially treat like subscription 
content services, and operates the biggest star-making 
platforms in the world. In a matter of weeks, Disney’s brand 
new direct-to-consumer platform acquired 30MM subscribers. 
(source: VC Matthew Ball). IP is the modern-day gold and Stan 
World is building the platform for the modern-day Gold Rush 
just as Levi’s did during the Gold Rush, by launching Virtual 
Resorts -- the IP product benchmarked from the theme parks & 
resorts business of Disney. 

 

➢ Capturing the present and the future at the same time 

 

Until the 1st half of 2021, we are targeting to focus on 
mobile first before we develop our app optimized for VR 
headsets. Why? Three reasons: 

1. Our target audience is all on mobile and yet to be 
seen on VR headsets 

2. VR headsets still need to improve more to fit the 
user-experience needs of the mainstream audience 
(young + female) 

3. Data-analytics tools are much more advanced than 
VR headsets, which are pretty non-existent at this 
moment. These are critical for making decisions on 
the product features at the early stage. 



But let’s say that Apple releases the much anticipated VR 
glasses very soon, which will probably cause a major scurry 
among users and businesses to hop onto VR. It will never be 
too late to step on the pedal for VR. It is because we use the 
Unity engine, which allows us to build once and deploy 
anywhere. (Source: Medium) 

 

 

➢ Now more than ever 

 

As mentioned previously, major fan convention events 
such as KCON, Comic-Con, and Vid-Con have all got cancelled 
due to an unexpected disaster -- the COVID-19. In the event’s 
half-century history, it is the first cancellation for Comic-Con. 

https://www.macrumors.com/roundup/apple-glasses/
https://www.macrumors.com/roundup/apple-glasses/
https://medium.com/@nirajv21/how-unity-supports-cross-platform-feature-ae722321cfa
https://medium.com/@nirajv21/how-unity-supports-cross-platform-feature-ae722321cfa
https://medium.com/@nirajv21/how-unity-supports-cross-platform-feature-ae722321cfa


Now people not only suffer from home quarantine but also miss 
the opportunities to participate in the event they looked forward 
to for the whole year. The pandemic is creating a new topology 
of psychological and emotional needs. (Source: NfX) Also, this 
has hugely affected San Diego’s economy. San Diego’s tourism 
group estimates that $88 million is directly spent by attendees 
during the Comic-Con convention and $149 million trickles into 
the region’s economy. (Source: CNBC) Now the tourism group 
needs a new means to entice these existing fans who desire to 
attend this event more than ever. 

 

As seen in the image above, Comic-Con fans like to 
express their unique individuality, but now they just have to 
enjoy the event at home. Don’t you think these fans will love 
Stan World’s resort where they can still wear Superheroes’ suits 
and interact with others but without physical contact? More 
importantly, COVID-19 is not a one-time event; with experts 
expecting the emergence of even more new pandemics in a 

https://www.nfx.com/post/next-social-era/?utm_source=angellist
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matter of time due to modern-day industrial development 
(Source: United World). 

Stan World stands here to shed some light in this era. We 
will build it up with the teams we have assembled. We will build 
it up with the fans that want to support their favorite IPs and 
build a new-gen product with them with ownership. We will build 
it up with the IPs that want to provide their fans with a 
never-before-seen experience and evolve along with the new 
era avoiding extinction like dinosaurs. We will build it up with 
the investors that have entrusted us to build the foundation of 
what social will look like for the 4th Industrial Revolution era. 
And we will build it up with you, the community that craves the 
disruption of the rich-get-richer and the poor-get-poorer system 
hyper-accelerated by modern-day tech and creation of a new 
win-win system leveraging newer tech. 

 

 

 

 

We need to move fast. We need to move now. 
Join us at Stan World! 

 

 

 

https://uwidata.com/11127-where-will-the-next-global-pandemic-begin/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s talk! 
 

Email: aidan@stan.world 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/aidankhlee 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aidankhlee/

